












































































































































































































































Graph 1 Monthly distribution as a percentage of A.labranchiae identified from 1947–1949
Graph 2 Correlation between the level of global rainfall, spring rainfall and the number of recorded

malaria cases, 1967–1973
Graph 3 Annual distribution of recorded malaria cases in the 1950s (cases confirmed by laboratory

examination)
Graph 4 Change in the number of malaria cases compared with the number of consultations

(per 1000), 1930–1939
Graph 5 Annual distribution of malaria cases recorded between 1927 and 1946
Graph 6 Trends in the incidence rate of malaria between 1927 and 1946 (per 100 000 population)
Graph 7 Trends as a percentage of deaths from malaria and deaths from other infectious and

parasitic diseases recorded by local authorities, 1929–1946
Graph 8 Trends as a percentage of deaths from malaria of all recorded deaths in municipalities,

1929–1946
Graph 9 Distribution of the number of malaria cases between 1947 and 1955
Graph 10 Annual distribution of the incidence of malaria between 1947 and 1955 per 100 000

population
Graph 11 Trends as a percentage of deaths from malaria and deaths from other infectious and

parasitic diseases recorded by local authorities, 1947–1955
Graph 12 Changes in deaths from malaria as a percentage of all deaths recorded by local authorities,

1947–1955
Graph 13 Relative distribution of blood slides examined for each category of case detection,

1965–1972
Graph 14 Annual distribution of the number of malaria cases, 1956–1972
Graph 15 Distribution of malaria incidence from 1956–1973 (per 100 000 population)
Graph 16 Distribution as a percentage of malaria cases attributed to Plasmodium species, 1960–1972
Graph 17 Distribution by age group as a percentage of malaria cases detected between 1965 and

1972
Graph 18 Trends as a percentage of deaths caused by malaria and other infectious and parasitic

diseases registered by local authorities, 1956–1962
Graph 19 Trends in deaths from malaria as percentage of all deaths registered by local authorities,

1956–1962
Graph 20 Relative distribution of blood slides examined by case–detection type, 1973–1998
Graph 21 Annual distribution of the number of malaria cases recorded from 1973–1998
Graph 22. Annual distribution of malaria incidence, 1973–1998 (per 100 000 population)
Graph 23 Distribution of malaria cases detected between 1973 and 1998 attributed to Plasmodium

species
Graph 24 Distribution by age group as a percentage of malaria cases detected between 1973

and 1998
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Annex 3

List of graphs












